Why do we need a Woman's Day?
Today, many women match steps with their male counterparts. They have climbed tall mountains,
and dived into deep blue oceans. However, on the whole, women still suffer the minority status.
Women do not get equal opportunity in many countries.A Day to celebrate a day to know what we
are. Happy Women’s day!
Women’s day @ RamCharan
Every successful woman has a man behind her success. In our organisation we have so many men’s
behind us to support.
We had all our Ram Charan’s men surrounded to highlight the show.
Our sincere thanks to Mr.Divyesh A Palicha, Mr. Kaushik A Palicha and Ms.Maithiri D Palicha for this
wonderful day.
Mr. Narayan, Our accounts manager greeted our beautifulRamCharanladies with bouquets.
Our young charm Ms.Maithiri had welcomed everyone and asked Mr.Sampath to host.
Our senior but young Mr.Sampath started it in a right way.
Grow with Ramcharan
Mr.Sampath
Nowadays women’s contribution is in all fields of Business. They are now qualified professionals and
occupying top post in various organisations. In our day to day life we are facing so many women
MD’s, Directors, Investors and Business women’s. A women employee contribution is vital for
growth of an organisation. Since they are dedicated and reliable. Hence I request all of you to
contribute for the growth of this organisation and improve their career and grow along with the
company.
New ideas for Bright future
Mr.SanthanamGanesh- Sales Head, Rubber Group
We need not follow up the same pattern which was followed earlier. I f you come up with new ideas,
methodology and modification in existing pattern, management is open for changes. I am requesting
you to come up with new ideas so that we work more efficiently.
Use your valuable inputs
Mr.Swaminathan – General Manager
Nowadays women are even driving ambulances. It’s not an easy job. They should face the mental
and physical trouble while driving. This shows the capabilityof handling all situations in a right and
smart way. Women’sstarted working as train drivers,pilots and business women’s. They are able to
get right work done. You got valuable inputs, use it in right way.
Mr.Sampath had issued the gifts and sweet to our ladies and ended the show with his lovely smile.
Thanks to Ms.Vidhyalakshmi for her coordination.

